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Treasury Yields Rose after the Fed Signaled for a November Taper Announcement and the Dots Drifted Higher in Response to a Forecast for Higher Inflation to Persist

Treasury yields remained confined to recent ranges leading up to the Fed’s highly anticipated September meeting amid uncertainty about Delta’s impact on the economy
and the possibility it could further aggravate supply constraints that have pushed inflation higher. Although evidence that the latest virus wave was weighing on activity had
begun to accumulate in August, the biggest disappointment came in early September. Following an acceleration in the first half of the year and monthly gains of around
one million jobs in both June and July, the economy added just 235k jobs in August, widely missing expectations and marking the worst month for hiring since January. The
details indicated that Delta was largely to blame; leisure payrolls were unchanged compared with a three-month average of 377k. While unemployment fell from 5.4% to
5.2%, weak job growth enhanced worries about the economy and led investors to write-off a possible surprise tapering announcement at the Fed’s September meeting.

Encouragingly, new virus cases in the U.S. showed signs of peaking in early September and were in clear decline by the end of the month. However, disruptions from the
July-to-August infection surge and existing supply-side issues remained pervasive. Consumer confidence weakened in recent reports. Bedeviled by a persistent chip
shortage that has pushed inventories to record-low levels, auto sales slowed sharply more than expected in August, down 30% from April's peak. The ISM reports were
mixed but both showed businesses still struggling with supply-chain issues and a dearth of materials and workers. The Fed’s Beige Book said growth “downshifted slightly
to a moderate pace” in August and noted many sectors were dealing with “supply disruptions and labor shortages.” The NFIB’s Small Business Optimism Index improved
unexpectedly in August but a metric tracking expectations for economic improvement dropped to one of the weakest levels on record. The NFIB’s Chief Economist said
“small business owners are losing confidence in the strength of future business conditions,” adding that “the biggest problems facing small employers right now [are]
finding enough labor to meet their demand and for many, managing supply chain disruptions.” Reinforcing businesses' inability to find workers, job openings surged
unexpectedly in July to a record 10.9 million, an incredible number that towers over the 8.4 million workers counted as unemployed in August. Those dynamics, labor
shortages and persistent supply bottlenecks, are increasingly becoming a concern, sparking worries that inflation may not moderate as quickly as hoped. Although hiring
slowed sharply in August, wage growth was stronger than expected. The Beige Book said “persistent and extensive labor shortages” in “a number of Districts” was leading
to “an acceleration in wages,” with “several Districts” noting “particularly brisk wage gains among lower-wage workers.” Many expected labor supply to improve as schools
reopened and federal unemployment benefits lapsed on September 6. Jobless claims in federal programs did plunge in the first report after expiration, with claims in the
PUA and PEUC programs sinking 6.5 million to 2.1 million. However, Delta’s spread may delay any boost to hiring. Away from the labor market, broader supply bottlenecks
have persisted and, according to Fed Chair Powell, “at the margin [are] apparently getting a little bit worse.” In addition to the discussions of product shortages and
supplier delays in business surveys and the Beige Book, data tracking shipping costs and port congestion show effects persisting.

The Fed signaled at September's meeting that it will likely announce the plans for tapering asset purchases when officials gather in early November. The median forecast in
new projections expected weaker growth this year and stronger inflation pressures, with inflation expected to stay higher for longer. In response, the median path of the
fed funds rate shifted higher in the dot plot for even odds of a rate hike next year, three hikes by the end of 2023, and three additional increases in 2024. The inflation-
spurring supply strains also led the ECB to trim its monthly asset purchases and the Bank of England to note a stronger case for tightening policy. Shorter Treasury yields
climbed to their highest levels since early 2020 while the 10-year yield hit a high since mid-June. Those higher yields hurt stocks, with dysfunction in Washington adding
additional pressure. Congress avoided a government shutdown by passing a stopgap funding bill, but made little progress on addressing the impending debt ceiling crisis or
advancing President Biden’s economic agenda. For the month, the S&P 500 fell 4.8%, its first decline in eight months and worst performance since March 2020.
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Fed Signaled November Taper and Lifted the Rate Path in the Dot Plot as It Sees Inflation Higher for Longer
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S&P 500Record close: NASDAQDow

ADP's private payroll estimate of 374k 
widely missed expectations for +625k

New auto sales were abysmal in August, falling 
from 14.8mm to 13.1mm (expected 14.5mm)

ISM Manufacturing inched up 
unexpectedly in August despite 
employment contracting; 
Services Index slipped as 
expected on softer details

Job growth slowed sharply 
more than expected in 
August to 235k (expected 
+733k), the weakest 
month since January; the 
leisure sector added 0 
jobs compared with a 3-
month average of +377k, 
showing Delta's impact

Investor expectations for EU 
economy dropped for a fourth 
month in September to lowest 
level since April 2020

Job openings surged unexpectedly in July 
to a record 10.9mm, much higher than 
the 8.4mm unemployed in August

Fed's Beige Book indicated 
Delta led to slowing activity 
while businesses continued 
to face supply-chain issues 
and hiring difficulties

ECB announced 
"moderate"
reduction in 
$95b/month 

PEPP purchases

White House
considering vaccine 
mandate for certain 
workers, including 
companies with 
>100 employees

House Democrats considering 
higher tax rates for 
corporations (26.5%) and the 
wealthy (39.6%) to offset cost 
of $3.5t spending plans

Despite headline strength, 
small business expectations 
for the economy slumped 
to near record-low levels 
amid hiring difficulties and 
supply-chain woes

CPI inflation was softer-than-
expected in August as drops in 
some categories disrupted by 
the pandemic offset firmer 
rents; CPI YoY dropped from 
5.4% to 5.3%, core CPI YoY 
dropped from 4.3% to 4.0%

Several economic reports 
from China were much 
weaker than expected

Overall retail sales 
were stronger than 
expected in August
despite Delta's 
outbreak; strong 
inflation likely 
supported nominal 
gains

UM consumer sentiment recovered
less than expected in September after 
sharp drop over July and August

U.S. will allow entry to most vaccinated 
foreigners beginning early November

Home builder confidence rose for the first time in 5 
months to second weakest level since July 2020 
(matched pre-pandemic high since 1990s)

Fed said tapering "may soon be 
warranted," seen as a signal for a 
November announcement, and 
Powell said the process should be 
completed by mid-2022; new dot plot 
pointed to possible quicker lift-off 
amid higher inflation expectations: 
50/50 chance of '22 hike, 3 hikes by 
end of '23 (up from 2 in June), and 3 
hikes in '24 (to a target rate of 1.75%)

Bank of England said "case for 
modest tightening" had 
strengthened as "cost pressures 
may prove more persistent"

Fed's Rosengren and 
Kaplan, ensnarled in 
controversy over 
personal trading during 
the pandemic, 
announced they were 
retiring

Congress 
passed 
stopgap 
funding bill

Federal unemployment 
claims plunged 6.5mm

(week of Sept. 11) as 
first effects of 

expiration appear

Yellen said Oct. 18 
latest date to raise the 
debt ceiling

Powell sees
supply issues 
lasting into 2022
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Value
Dow Jones 33,844 -4.29% i -1.91% i 10.58% h
S&P 500 4,308 -4.76% i 0.23% h 14.68% h
Nasdaq 14,449 -5.31% i -0.38% i 12.11% h

Stoxx Europe 600 455 -3.41% i 0.44% h 13.98% h
China CSI 300 4,866 1.26% h -6.85% i -6.62% i
Nikkei 225 29,453 4.85% h 2.30% h 7.32% h

Yield

U.S. 2-year 0.28% 6.6 h 2.7 h 15.4 h
U.S. 5-year 0.96% 18.8 h 7.6 h 60.4 h
U.S. 10-year 1.49% 17.9 h 1.9 h 57.4 h

German 10-year -0.20% 18.4 h 0.8 h 37.0 h
U.K. 10-year 1.02% 30.8 h 30.6 h 82.5 h
French 10-year 0.16% 18.5 h 2.9 h 49.3 h
Italian 10-year 0.86% 14.9 h 3.9 h 31.5 h
Japanese 10-year 0.07% 4.7 h 1.4 h 5.1 h

Value
WTI Crude 75.03$ 9.53% h 2.12% h 54.64% h
U.S. Dollar 94.23 1.73% h 1.94% h 4.77% h
Gold Spot 1,757 -3.13% i -0.75% i -7.45% i
Commodity Index 100.76 4.97% h 6.58% h 29.09% h

Existing Home Sales MoM New Home Sales MoM Core Retail Sales

ISM Manufacturing Manufacturing Production

INTENDED FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS ONLY. The information included herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, but it is not in any way guaranteed, and it, together with any
opinions expressed, is subject to change at any time. Any and all details offered in this publication are preliminary and are therefore subject to change at any time. This has been prepared for
general information purposes only and does not consider the specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any individual or institution. This information is, by its very
nature, incomplete and specifically lacks information critical to making final investment decisions. Investors should seek financial advice as to the appropriateness of investing in any securities or
investment strategies mentioned or recommended. The accuracy of the financial projections is dependent on the occurrence of future events which cannot be assured; therefore, the actual results
achieved during the projection period may vary from the projections. Interest rate swaps and derivatives are offered and sold via Vining Sparks Interest Rate Products, LLC. The firm may have
positions, long or short, in any or all securities mentioned.  Member FINRA/SIPC.
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Payrolls were expected +733k; leisure gained no jobs compared with a 
377k 3-month average; August was the weakest month for hiring since 

January 

Expected +1.2; third 
decline, 7-month low

Both ISM reports included evidence of persistent struggles to 
hire workers and source materials

Expected to be flat; but 
there were negative 

revisions

Manufacturing was held back by Hurricane Ida, but is tracking a 
7.1% QoQ gain; capital goods data remained solid

Fastest since 1991


